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**Articles:**

- Tim Parnell, Laurence Sterne and the Problem of Belief (II)
- Marc Martinez, The Death of Yorick or the Demise of Satire: Burlesque, Ridicule and Humour in *Tristram Shandy*
- John Croft, *Anecdotes of Sterne*
- Brigitte Friant-Kessler, Laugh-at-able Matter Re-ordered: Illustrated Sterne and Satirical Prints (I)
- Geoff Newton, Laurence Sterne and his Church
- W.B. Gerard and Brigitte Friant-Kessler, Towards a Catalogue of Illustrated Sterne: Decorative Arts
- Addenda to the Catalogue

**Notes:**

- This Volume’s Marbling, Wings of Time, Bookplates?, Uncle Toby and Dicky Bird, Palladian Tristram, John Wesley Harding, Cover to Cover,
- Robert Folkenflick: Shandython
- Announcing 1759 and 2013, Tristram in Google, Tristram Installed, Trapped in a Train, Tristram in the Maritime Museum
- Peter de Voogd, Three Sterne Illustrations
- Maura Dooley, ‘At Liberty’
- Shandy Hall: The Finest in the North, Saved by the Lottery, But Help Still Needed

**Book Reviews:**

- Carol Watts, *The Cultural Work of Empire: The Seven Years’ War and the Imagining of the Shandean State*, reviewed by Warren Oakley
- Paul Goring, *The Rhetoric of Sensibility in Eighteenth-Century Culture*, reviewed by Frédéric Ogée
- Brigitte Friant-Kessler, *Tristram Shandy illustré de 1760 à 1817: Réflexion et déflexion entre l’espace graphique et l’espace textuel*, reviewed by Frédéric Ogée
- René Bosch, *Labyrinth of Digressions: Tristram Shandy as Perceived and Influenced by Sterne’s Early Imitators*, reviewed by Anne Bandry
- Tom Phillips, ‘Sterne’ in *A Human Document*